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PAST ACTIVITIES
YOUTH EXCHANGE

From the 22nd until the 29th of July,
organisation Train of Futur Larache hosted
a youth exchange project under Erasmus+
program with Föreningen Framtidståget's
coordination. 30 participants from
different countries (Armenia, Italia,
Poland, Russia, Sweden and Morocco) and
cultural backgrounds gathered in an
international ambiance to share their
knowledge and experiences about the
topic of religious tolerance and its role in
the integration. The discussions handled
different definitions of culture & types of
learning process. But also the differences
between cognitive, emotional and
behavioral learning were presented as
well as concepts of formal, non-formal
and informal learning. And also this event
was a great opportunity to raise
awareness towards ERASMUS+ and build

partnership
between
participant
countries and create new projects in this
framework.
TRAINING COURSE
From 1st to 11th August, our partner
from France ACD in collaboration with
AMSED organized a training course in
Aubervilliers. 37 youth workers and
youth
leaders
from
France,
Sweden,
Moldova,
Azerbaijan, Ukraine, and Turkey took
part in this project about “Artistic
Practices and Dance to Improve
Education of Disadvantaged Youth
Workers”. The main objective of the
project was to train them to conduct
new European projects related to the
theme of employability and inclusive
growth of young people with fewer
opportunities by bringing them closer
to the
labor
market,
while
using
art, and
especially dance as a tool and support.

The participants developed new
projects during this training course,
they created a common choreography
for the
final
show
and they
also
gave
recommendations to representatives
to empower professional inclusion of
disadvantaged youth through artistic
practices.
A film was made during the training
course; it shows day by day the
workshops the participants took part
in.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
on0apamM2HE&feature=youtu.be
If you would like to read more about
the activities of this training course
and see the results such as projects
created, recommendations proposed
to the civil society, local, regional and
national
authorities,
European
deputies and institutions to promote
employability of youngsters with
fewer opportunities, check the blog:
http://artisticpractices.blogspot.fr/
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ONGOING ACTIVITIES
International Solidarity
WORKCAMPS
In August, some of our volunteers
participate in a workcamp in Fes,
Morocco. This is a group of 8
youngsters from Strasbourg, aged
between 19 and 25 that take part in an
overseas
voluntary
placement with 10
Moroccan counterparts.
Eager to make concrete
solidarity actions about
taking part and the
citizen
involvement,
they
contribute
in
renovations
and
decoration of the sociopedagogical center for
blind children in Fes.
For more information, visit their blog:
https://chantierfes2015.wordpress.c
om/

UPCOMING ACTIVITIES
TRAINING COURSES
UKRAINE

ESTONIA

From 1st to 9th September, a
seminar
entitled
“FEMALES:
Fighting
Exclusion
through
Migration Awareness Leading
Empowerment Skills” organised by
our partner from France AFJIC, will
take place in Lvov, Ukraine to
develop networks and deepen the
skills of NGO leaders and youth
workers on the issues and causes of
violence against women, including
migrant communities, by providing
them with tools facilitating
empowerment, while reinforcing
transversal competences and
entrepreneurial spirit of women
victims of violence.
TURKEY

If you would like to do an
internship, voluntary
work, etc. with us and get
involved in network
activities, please feel
free to contact us by
email: contact@amsed.fr

work and also the local life in İzmir.
In that way, they will also improve
their social skills and have a chance
to get closer to Turkish youth.

Congratulations to our Turkish
partner TREX-EVS! Their EVS
hosting project A.G.O.R.A has been
approved.
By
this
project,
volunteers will have the chance to
observe and take part in the rural
life in İzmir by visiting the different
organizations,
schools,
municipalities in small towns and
they will be documenting their
observations. Volunteers will be
making short movies, booklets,
brochures etc. about the youth

From 28 September to 8 October, a
youth exchange organized by NEA and
entitled
“ICLE:
International
Collaboration
and
Learning
Experience 2015” will take place in
Taevaskoja, Estonia. The participants
will advance their knowledge and
skills about cultural diversity,
tolerance and benevolence. They will
also
develop
international
cooperation and teamwork-skills.
PROJECT LAUNCH
The project Social Start-Ups is a
project of strategic partnership
financed by the European Union as
part of the
Erasmus +
program, in
association
with Italy,
France,
Croatia, and the United Kingdom. The
goal is to develop, test, and validate a
learning methodology for adults,
based on ethical purchasing groups,
considered as an experimental model,
a lab to gain key skills. The Social StartUps methodology is based on the
learning by doing approach; it means
that adults and participants are
directly involved in ethical purchasing
groups, their creation, and their
management.

